5-6 Booklist by Title - New
When using this booklist, please be aware of the need for guidance to ensure students select texts considered appropriate for their age, interest and maturity levels.
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5891

Title/Author

Publisher
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100 things to know about science
Frith, Alex & Lacey, Minna & Martin, Jerome
& Melmoth, Jonathan
1836 Do you dare: Fighting bones
Laguna, Sofie

Usborne Publishing
Ltd

7080

1854 Do you dare: Eureka boys
Matthews, Penny

Puffin Australia

2943

1915 Do you dare: Jimmy's war
Clark, Sherryl

Penguin Books
Australia

4983

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Penguin Books
Australia

ISBN

Annotations

2015 9781409582182 Find out about familiar and less familiar topics, from the Earth's
magnetic poles to spider venom and black holes. Lots of facts and
colourful infographics cover one hundred science topics.
2014 9780143307556 In 1836, Irish brothers, Danny and Declan Sheehan, are inmates at
Tasmania's Point Puer prison for convict boys. When tragedy strikes
and the prison bully is on the rampage, escape is the brothers only
chance to survive.
2015 9780143308454 Henry lives with his father and sister on the Victorian goldfields. Still
mourning the loss of his mother and baby brother, Henry helps his
father mine their claim, hoping to strike it rich. But they can't afford a
mining licence so are at the mercy of corrupt police. When Henry meets
a new friend, he enters a world of politics, riots and rebellion that will
lead him to Eureka Stockade, one of the defining moments in Australian
history.
2015 9780143308027 Jimmy's Dad died two years ago and older brother Arthur is in Egypt
preparing enthusiastically for battle. Twelve year old Jimmy is now the
man of the house. As Mum's health is fragile, Jimmy is forced to leave
school and become the breadwinner, scraping together barely enough
to cover minimal food and the rent. When Arthur returns, badly injured,
Jimmy's life gets even harder, although there's still time for football.
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1700

A is for Australia
Lessac, Frane
A Tale of Fontania series NEW SERIES
2016
Various

Walker Books

2015 9781922179760 From Bondi Beach to Rottnest Island, travel around Australia and
uncover many exciting facts.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

7536

Archie Greene and the magician's secret
Everest, D D

Faber & Faber

10569

Audacity: stories of heroic Australians in
wartime
Walker, Carlie & Hatherly, Brett (ill)

Dept of Veterans'
Affairs & Australian
War Memorial

4384

Birrung the secret friend
French, Jackie

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

2014 9780571309054 On his twelfth birthday, Archie Greene receives a mysterious present,
an old book, written in a language he doesn't recognise. It comes with a
Summoning - Archie must travel to Oxford to return the book to the
Secret Library. But, the magical book under Archie's protection is
dangerous, and dark spirits hunt it out. In this magical world,
bookshelves are enchanted, librarians are sorcerers and spells come to
life.
2014 9781877007934 The eleven Australians featured may not have used the word 'audacity'
to describe their acts of bravery, for which they won awards and
honours. But, each of them took risks in wartime, helping others against
extreme dangers which could have cost them their lives. Stories of
soldiers, prisoners of war, nurses, airmen and sailors are told, with the
backdrop of the many wars involving Australia over the last one hundred
years.
2015 9780732299439 Birrung, a young indigenous girl, lives with the family of Richard
Johnson, chaplain to the Australian colony in 1790. When Birrung
befriends orphaned Barney and Elsie, a mute, the Johnson family also
takes them in. As Barney's feeling for Birrung grow, he is advised that
his friendship with a 'native' girl, and all that she taught him about her
language and lore, must remain a secret, forever.

4842

Bob the railway dog
Fenton, Corinne & McLean, Andrew (ill)

Black Dog Books

2015 9781922179890 In the early days of the railway, when shiny new tracks were opening
vast areas of Australia, there was an adventurous dog who was part of it
all. As the tracks were being laid, he was there on the train, riding in his
favourite spot on top of the Yankee engine. Everyone knew him. The
true story of Bob the railway dog, who had adventure in his heart and
the rattle of the rails in his soul.

5446

Book
Agard, John & Packer, Neil (ill)

Walker Books

2014 9780744544787 For centuries, I've told other people's stories. Now it's time to tell my
own. Discover the evolution of the printed word, told by one who knows
- Book. Book takes us on a wonderful journey, from its origins in oral
story and doodling in clay, to papyrus, parchment and paper, and to the
e-book of today.

11/29/15 9:29 PM
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7822

Boy who fell off the Mayflower, The
Lynch, J P

Walker Books

6276

Bridget, a new Australian
Moloney, James

Scholastic Australia

12548

Bronze and Sunflower
Wenxuan, Cao & Wang, Helen (trans)

Walker Books

21693

Celebrating Australia: a year in poetry
Marwood, Lorraine

Walker Books

Counting lions
Cotton, Kate & Walton, Stephen (ill)

Frances Lincoln

4195

ISBN

2015 9781406348460 In China, during the Cultural Revolution, Sunflower, a young city girl,
moves to the country. Life is lonely and isolated until she meets Bronze,
who, unable to speak, is ostracised by the village boys. The pair
becomes inseparable. When Bronze's family agrees to take Sunflower
in, she is overjoyed and Bronze has got the sister he always wanted.
But, life is hard and Bronze's family can barely afford to feed
themselves.
2015 9781925081022 A collection of poems connected by many of the key days and
celebrations throughout the year in Australia. It includes special days
such as Chinese New Year, Harmony Day, Diwali, Ramadan and
ANZAC Day, as well as important days like your birthday and the first
day of school.
2015 9781847807212 Exquisite large and detailed charcoal drawings of ten endangered
creatures. Poetic text notes each creature's particular qualities and
behaviour, and why these animals must be cherished and protected.

Crawf's kick it to Nick series NEW SERIES
2016
Crawford, Shane & Beck, Adrian &
McKenzie, Heath (ill)

9965

Crazy classrooms
Cookson, Paul

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Annotations

2015 9781406361636 In London, a young indentured servant, John Howland, is preparing for
a sea journey to America. Religious persecution has fuelled the
departure of many Pilgrims. By great good fortune, John survives falling
overboard and earns his keep ashore by helping to scout a safe landing
site. But, in the new land, food is scarce and living conditions are
deplorable. Soon, John is forced to make a huge decision about his
future.
2015 9781742990989 During the Irish potato famine, Bridget's family has been turned out of
their home and their only refuge is the workhouse, where living
conditions are hard and the food sparse. For Bridget and her sister,
Maeve, their one chance is to take a ship to a new country and become
Australians. They must survive the journey then face the many
challenges that await them in a new, far away land.

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
Frances Lincoln

2015 9781847805058 Friends and bullies, first day and last day, school dinners, playtime and
staffroom stowaways. This book is all about your school so open the
door and enter. Fifty fantastic poems about school that will speak to
anyone who has ever started at a new school, been bullied or is just
feeling a little lost at school.
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Crossing
Norton, Catherine

Omnibus Books

Dexter: the courageous koala
Blackadder, Jesse

ABC Books

14478

Diary of a wildlife photographer
Latta, Jan

True to Life books

14094

Digger the dog who went to war
Wilson, Mark

Lothian Books

7730

5646

Doldrums, The
Gannon, Nicholas

2933

Dreams of freedom
Amnesty International & various

11011

Emilio: through my eyes
Masson, Sophie & White, Lyn (ed)

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Year

ISBN

Annotations

2014 9781742990286 Cara lives in the shadow of the Wall, a wall which protects its citizens
from the outside world. By following the government's rules, Cara and
her sister are safe, even when their parents are away doing important
work for the government. When Cara befriends Leon and Ava, she
begins to question what she has always known. Ava doesn't seem to
think the rules are all that important. Perhaps that is why she
disappears.
2015 9780733331787 Ashley has been longing for a pet of her own but her plans for a puppy
fall through. Instead, her parents send Ashley on a holiday to her
eccentric Aunt Micky. There, Ashley saves an injured mother koala and
her joey Dexter. When a storm cuts off the only access road to the vet,
Ashley must find the courage to find another way to safety.
2013 9780980872729 A journal covering fourteen years of adventures with, and taking
photographs of, animals in the wild. The author and photographer has
held the throat of a cheetah, been charged by a rhino and had heartstopping moments with wild elephants and hippos. There are wonderful
recollections of playing with baby pandas in China, walking with lions in
Botswana and being groomed by a chimpanzee. Stunning photographs.

2015 9780734415745 Inspired by a true story, a young soldier smuggles his dog onto his troop
ship when he leaves to fight in World War I. Together they face the
triumphs and tragedies of the Western Front.
Greenwillow
2015 9780062320940 Archer B Helmsley, a dreamer, lives in a house full of curiosities and his
overprotective mother. His famous grandparents vanished while
exploring an iceberg in Antarctica. Archer is lonely until he meets Oliver,
more of a worrier than a warrior, and Adelaide, a mysterious Parisian
girl with a wooden leg. Together, they plan to embark on a rescue
mission to Antarctica. If only Archer's mother would let him leave the
house.
Frances Lincoln
2015 9781847804532 Quotations by seventeen eminent people explore the many different
aspects of freedom. The freedom to have an education, the freedom not
to be hurt or tortured, the freedom to have a home and the freedom to
be yourself.
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2014 9781743312476 For Emilio Garcia Lopez, it's an ordinary school day in Mexico City. But,
when his police-officer cousin arrives, flanked by a tall man in the
uniform of the Federal Police, Emilio's long nightmare begins. Emilio's
mother has been kidnapped in broad daylight by unidentified criminals,
who appear to know a great deal about her business and who have
mistaken her for a wealthy businesswoman.
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2396

Figgy in the world
Janu, Tamsin

Omnibus Books

2014 9781742990453 Figgy has two problems. One is her name. Nobody in the whole country
has that name. The other is that her Grandma Ama is ill and needs
special medicine. Figgy can't do much about her name but she can do
something for Grandma Ama. She will go to America and bring back the
medicine and Kwame, her special goat, will go with her.

5907

Flight
Wheatley, Nadia & Greder, Armin (ill)

Windy Hollow Books

2015 9781922081483 Tonight is the night. The family has to flee. Set in biblical times, a small
family sets off across a desert in search of refuge from persecution in
their own country. Beset by heat and thirst, and threatening tanks, they
travel towards a refugee camp and safety, while they wait for asylum in
another country. An ancient story becomes a fable for our times.

6085

Flora & Ulysses: the illuminated adventures Candlewick Press
DiCamillo, Kate & Campbell, K G (ill)

2015 9780763676711 It begins, as the best superhero stories do, with a tragic accident.
Ulysses, the squirrel, never saw the vacuum cleaner coming. Flora Belle
Buckman, who has read every issue of the comic book, Terrible Things
Can Happen to You, steps in to save him. Ulysses now has powers of
strength, flight and misspelled poetry. Flora will be changed too, as she
discovers the possibility of hope and the promise of a spacious heart.

3942

Flyaway girls, The
Lawrinson, Julia

Puffin Australia

2015 9780143308652 Chelsea is the hardest worker in her gymnastics club and she's
determined to make it. But, new girl Telia has more natural talent and
Chelsea is jealous. She feels awful because she actually likes Telia.
And, it's not only envy that is bothering Chelsea. She's got family issues
and her school friends are acting weirdly. It's time for Chelsea to figure
out what's really important and, maybe, take a leap into the unknown.

38331

Fortunately, the milk.
Gaiman, Neil & Young, Skottie (ill)

HarperCollins US

21383

Frankie Fox girl spy: Operation boy band
Poshoglian, Yvette & Davis, Jacqui (ill)

Lothian Books

2013 9780062224071 Mum's gone away and Dad has to look after the kids. He's got a list of
things to do. When he is picking up milk for his children's cereal, a wild
and crazy story unfolds.
2015 9780734415707 Agent Frankie Fox is undercover, visiting an international kid's robotics
competition. She's investigating the evil Alliance's robot army, when she
discovers that the world's number one boy band is brainwashing kids to
serve the Alliance. To try and save the day, Frankie will need to solve
puzzles, deprogram evil robots and sneak backstage at a concert. But,
her best friend won't forgive her if she breaks up the band.

16169

Frankie Fox girl spy: Ready, set, spy
Poshoglian, Yvette & Davis, Jacqui (ill)

Lothian Books

11/29/15 9:29 PM

2015 9780734415684 Frankie Fox has realised she is being trained to be a spy. She has a spy
manual which helps her learn to solve problems and use cool
technology. When Frankie's billionaire inventor dad is kidnapped by a
mysterious, evil group, the Alliance, it's up to Frankie to get him back.
She'll have to solve mind-bending puzzles and work head-spinning
gadgets to do it. Frankie must move quickly from school kid to super
spy.
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8981

Freedom ride
Lawson, Sue

Black Dog Books

2015 9781925126365 Robbie knows bad things happen in Walgaree. But, it's nothing to do
with him. The Aborigines have always been treated this way. In 1965,
racial tensions in the town are at boiling point and something is headed
to Walgaree that will blow things apart. It's time for Robbie to take a
stand. Nothing will ever be the same. Based on true events in Australia
when university students drew attention to racism and segregation.

39611

Fuzzy mud
Sachar, Louis

Bloomsbury

2015 9781408864746 Tamaya and Marshall walk to and from school together. But, to avoid
Chad, the school bully, they decide to go through the off-limits woods.
The next day, Chad doesn't turn up at school. No one knows where he
is and Tamaya's arm is covered in a burning, itchy wound. A chain of
events follows and, as the authorities and the United States Senate
become involved, what they uncover might affect the future of the world.

45705

Granny Rags
Reid, Janet

IP (Interactive
Publications Pty Ltd)

2013 9781922120250 Shy and over-protected, Tim is the new kid in a small country town. He's
slow to make friends and becomes involved with the school bully. Tim is
pressured into visiting a mysterious, old woman, Granny Rags, a
reclusive old lady, rumoured to be a witch. Tim gradually finds out
Granny Rags' story and one visit turns to several. Soon, Tim find himself
involved in a mess of corruption, secrets and danger.

29318

Handkerchief map, The
English-Hawke, Kiri

IP (Interactive
Publications Pty Ltd)

2014 9781922120861 Through letters written to loved ones, three characters reveal their most
intimate thoughts about the conflict in World War II. Franz, a young Nazi
soldier, has begun to question the rightness of the cause. Helga is a
Russian girl, bent on joining the resistance. Susanna, a Jewess, has
been separated from her husband and children, and condemned to the
cruelty of a concentration camp.

7714

Hanna: my Holocaust story
Alexander, Goldie

Scholastic Australia

6469

Harry and Hope
Lean, Sarah

HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd, UK

2015 9781743629673 Hanna Kaminsky loves gymnastics, her best friend, chicken soup and
reading. But, in September 1939, her happy life disappears. The Nazis
have invaded Poland and are herding all Jewish people into ghettos in
the cities. Hanna's family are forced into hiding in the country but this
means trusting others. Hanna and her family are caught and sent to the
Warsaw Ghetto where they must use whatever skills they have to
survive.
2015 9780007512263 Hope lives with her mum in the Pyrenees. It's always been just the two
of them until Frank, a free-spirited traveller, arrives with Harry, his
stubborn rescue donkey. Hope and Frank form a close bond and she
feels lost when Frank decides to move on. Frank was more than just
mum's boyfriend and understood Hope better than her mother does.
Hope promises to look after Harry and, slowly, another special bond is
made.

11/29/15 9:29 PM
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4637

Harry Miller's run
Almond, David & Rubbino, Salvatore (ill)

Walker Books

2015 9781406362244 Liam just wants to go out running with his mates. It's not long till the
Junior Great North Run. But, Mam needs him to help old Harry clear out
his house. Harry knows a thing or two about running. He says when he
was a lad, he ran twenty-one kilometres, from Newcastle to South
Shields. This is the story of that day. Sweltering heat, clattering boots,
briny sea air and the heavenly taste of ice cream.

2311

Hero
Lean, Sarah

HarperCollins
Children's Books

2014 9780007512249 Leo dreams of being a hero. In his imagination, he is a fearless gladiator
but he wants to be a hero in real life. When the boys at school dare him
to do something he knows is wrong, Leo lets everybody down.

23614

How I alienated my grandmother
Main, Suzanne

Scholastic New
Zealand

2015 9781775433064 After discovering a long buried, mysterious device in his back yard,
Michael inadvertently causes his Gran to become inhabited by an alien.
Michael and his best friend, Elvis set out to remedy the situation, only to
discover the future of the Earth is at stake. Elvis is the expert in science
fiction and technology, while Michael is quick thinking and can scheme
his way out of trouble, as quickly as he gets into it.

17231

How to save the universe in 10 easy steps
Rushby, Allison

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2014 9781743319000 Cooper and Molly are twins but, on the eve of his tenth birthday, Cooper
discovers Molly is actually an alien sent to protect and help him fulfil his
destiny. One day, he is going to save the universe. Cooper doesn't think
he has any special skills so he wonders how on earth, or rather
Peregrination, is he going to do it.

6541

Hush treasure book, The
Various

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2015 9781760112790 A joyous compilation of short stories, poems and artwork by 30
renowned Australian authors & illustrators. A CD of music is included.

6917

iF... a mind-bending new way of looking at
big ideas and numbers
Smith, David & Adams, Steve (ill)

New Frontier
Publishing

2015 9781925059267 Some things are so huge or so old that it's hard to wrap your mind
around them. But, if we took these big, hard-to-imagine objects and
events and compared them to things we can see, feel and touch then,
instantly, we would see our world in a whole new way.

Infinity Drake: Sons of Scarlatti, The
McNally, John

HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd, UK

2014 9780007521593 Infinity Drake, also known as Finn, is on holiday with his mad scientist
uncle when they are summoned. Scarlatti, a lethal bio-weapon, has
been released, with terrible consequences for mankind. Uncle Al must
shrink a military team to track down and kill the beast. When Finn gets
shrunk, he and three soldiers begin a desperate race to destroy the
beast that's very angry and many times their size.

10356

11/29/15 9:29 PM
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Title/Author
Island of Dr Libris, The
Grabenstein, Chris

Publisher

Year

Random House
Australia Pty Ltd

ISBN

Izzy Folau series NEW SERIES 2016
Harding, David & Folau, Izzy & Fosdike,
James (ill)

14534

4958

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Kerenza: a new Australian
Hawke, Rosanne

Omnibus Books

KidGlovz
Hunt, Julie & Newman, Dale (ill)

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2015 9781742378527 KidGlovz is a musical genius. His gift is so precious that he's kept under
lock and key. But when a young thief helps him escape, Kid must
embark on a perilous journey through which he will discover the
terrifying nature of his talent.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Legends of League series NEW SERIES
2016
Various

16789

Annotations

2015 9780857988256 Billy is spending the summer in a lakeside cabin, belonging to the
mysterious Dr Libris. But, something strange is going on. Whenever he
opens the books in Dr Libris' private bookcase, Billy can hear sounds
coming from the island in the middle of the lake. The clash of swords,
the twang of arrows and, sometimes, the ground shakes. It's almost as if
the stories he's reading are coming to life. But, that's impossible.

Lennie the legend: solo to Sydney by pony
Reeder, Stephanie Owen

11/29/15 9:29 PM

2015 9781742990606 In 1911, Kerenza's da (father) can no longer get work as a miner in
Cornwall. She doesn't want to leave her village and take a ship to
Australia but Kerenza can be brave for her dad's sake. Where he sees a
farm, Kerenza and her Mam see endless mallee scrub, flies and hard
work. It's almost too much to bear but the Mallee has its own beauty,
and family and new-found friends might just make it her home.

National Library of
Australia

2015 9780642278654 In 1932, a young boy, Lennie Gwyther, made a 1200 mile (1931km)
return journey from rural Victoria to Sydney to witness the opening of
the Sydney Harbour Bridge. He travelled on horseback, mostly alone,
camping out at night and relying on the kindness of strangers for bed
and food. He encountered floods and fires, and inspired a nation coping
with the Great Depression.
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Title/Author

Publisher

Year

ISBN

Annotations

Light horse boy
Wolfer, Dianne & Simmonds, Brian (ill)

Fremantle Press

2363

Lillipilly Hill
Spence, Eleanor

Text Publishing Co

6805

Lottery boy
Byrne, Michael

Walker Books

2015 9781406358292 Since his mother's death, Bully has lost his old life. Living rough in
London with his dog, Bully can't imagine his future. But, one day, Bully
finds a winning lottery ticket in the last birthday card his Mum ever gave
him. It suddenly offers such hope. If only he can get to his prize on time.
But, life is not that simple. Bully's struggle to survive just got a whole lot
harder. They're after him on the streets, everyone wants a piece of him.

4455

Lucky Thamu
Kickett-Tucker, Cheryl & Tucker, Jaylon &
Gibbs, Tracey (ill)

Fremantle Press

22317

Meet Banjo Paterson
Weidenbach, Kristin & Gulliver Hancock,
James (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

Meet Captain Cook
Murdie, Rae & Nixon, Chris (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

Meet Douglas Mawson
Mike Dumbleton & Green, Snip (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

Meet Nancy Bird Walton
Atwood, Grace & Slaghekke, Harry (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

2015 9781925161304 These school holidays, Eli is going by himself to visit his much-loved
Thamu (grandfather), who lives near the goldfields. They're going
camping and prospecting, and Eli will listen to Thamu's stories and learn
about country. But, when they camp to speck for gold, Eli seems more
interested in chasing a white rabbit.
2015 9780857980083 Andrew Barton Paterson spent his early years in country NSW. He was
sent to finish his education in Sydney, where he eventually worked as a
lawyer. Paterson missed the bush and, using the pseudonym, the
Banjo, after the horse he used to ride, began to write poems and stories
that brought the bush to the city. He is famous for The Man from Snowy
River and Waltzing Matilda.
2014 9780857980182 Captain James Cook was an explorer in the British Royal Navy. In 1768,
Cook and his crew on the HMB Endeavour set sail from England in
search of new lands and scientific knowledge. They discovered the east
coast of New Holland (Australia) and claimed it for the King of England
in1788.
2014 9780857981950 Douglas Mawson led the first Australian expedition to the Antarctic.
Under extreme conditions, he survived the dangers and challenges of
the frozen continent. An inspiring story of courage.
2014 9780857983879 Nancy Bird Walton grew up during the golden age of aviation. By the
time she was thirteen, Nancy knew she wanted to fly. She studied under
the famous aviator, Charles Kingsford Smith. This is the story of how
Nancy began her career as Australia's first female commercial pilot.

3828

18816
4843

11/29/15 9:29 PM

2013 9781922089137 In 1914, best mates, Jim and Charlie, abandon the Australian outback
for the excitement and adventure of the war to end all wars. Jim is not
quite old enough but he lies about his age. Jim and Charlie think joining
the Light Horse Regiment is a bit of an adventure and that the war will
be over in a few months. But, they quickly discover the brutal realities of
life on the frontline.
2013 9781922147172 At the end of the nineteenth century, Harriet Wilmot and her family have
come to live in an inherited house in a New South Wales town. Despite
the heat and unconventional schooling, Harriet is in awe of Australia
and much prefers it to dreary old London. Not all the Wilmots agree.
Harriet breaks rules and expectations in her efforts to convince her
family to stay in this new and exciting land.
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Title/Author

Publisher

Year

Meet Sidney Nolan
Mes, Yvonne & Eterovic, Sandra (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

Meet the ANZACS
Saxby, Claire & Berry, Max (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

4527

Meet Weary Dunlop
Saxby, Claire & Lord, Jeremy (ill)

Random House
Children's Books

6478

Mister Cassowary
Wheeler, Samantha

University of
Queensland Press

8675

Molly and Pim and the millions of stars
Murray, Martine

Text Publishing Co

3740

My Australian story: Vietnam
Challinor, Deborah

Scholastic Australia

11852

ISBN

2015 9780857985361 Sir Edward 'Weary' Dunlop was an Australian Army surgeon during
World War II. This is the story of how Weary's bravery and compassion
helped to save the lives and bolster the spirits of fellow prisoners of war
on the Thai-Burma Railway.
2015 9780702253881 City boy, Flynn, goes to Mission Beach with his Dad to prepare his
Grandad Barney's banana farm for sale. Flynn has never been north
before, even when his Grandad was alive. When Flynn meets local girl,
Abby, and finds two lost baby cassowaries, he wants to find out about
Grandad's mysterious death, why his Dad refuses to talk about it and is
so scared of cassowaries.
2015 9781925240085 Molly has a strange life. Her mama collects herbs at dawn and makes
potions, and her house feels like a gypsy caravan. Molly wishes she
could be more like her best friend, Ellen, who has a normal life. But she
is also drawn to Pim, who is inquisitive and odd and a little bit
frightening. When Molly's mama makes a potion that has a wild and
shocking effect, Molly and Pim look for a way to make things right.
2015 9781743628003 It's 1969, many social changes are underway and man is headed for the
moon. Twelve year old Davey lives to surf with his older brother, Tom,
and listen to the latest hits. His cherished goal is to win the inaugural
Under-14 Surf Championship with his best friends, Johnno and Pete.
But, when Tom is drafted into the army and sent to Vietnam, everything
changes and the far-away war creates waves very close to home.

My life Tom Weekly series NEW SERIES
2016
Various

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Annotations

2015 9780857985897 Sidney Nolan is one of Australia's most admired and recognised visual
artists. This is the story of how he developed his iconic Ned Kelly series
of paintings, brought modernist art to Australia and took Australian art to
an admiring international audience.
2014 9780857981929 ANZAC is the name given to the Australian and New Zealand troops
who landed at Gallipoli in World War I. They embarked on a journey that
went horribly wrong. It changed their lives and the course of history. The
name is now a symbol of bravery and friendship.

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
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2500

Name at the end of the ladder, The
De Roo, Elena

Walker Books
Australia Pty Ltd

5564

Naveed: through my eyes
Heffernan, John & White, Lyn (ed)

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2014 9781743312483 Naveed is sick of war, the foreign powers and the Taliban, the warlords
and the drug barons that have torn Afghanistan apart. He has had to
grow up quickly to care for his widowed mother and little sister, making
little money from odd jobs and selling at the markets. When he adopts
Nasera, a street dog with extraordinary abilities, he has a chance to
help rebuild his country.

4759

New boy
Earls, Nick

Puffin Australia

2386

No stars to wish on
Fraillon, Zana

6041

Notebooks of a middle-school princess
Cabot, Meg

Pan MacMillan

2015 9781447280651 Twelve year old Olivia Grace considers herself to be totally average.
Following her mother's death, she lives with her aunt and cousins, and
has never met her father, although she has received letters from him.
Olivia's world is turned upside down when the most popular girl at
school attacks her for lying. But, rescue is at hand, in the form of a
princess who whisks her away in a limousine.

On track
Apel, Kathryn

University of
Queensland Press

2015 9780702253737 Two brothers couldn't be more different. Shaun excels at everything,
both in the classroom and on the field. His younger brother, Toby, has a
stumbly, fumbly body and can't do anything well. He thinks Sports Day
is the worst day of the year. So, Shaun can't understand why Toby gets
a laptop or why he is now being trained by Toby's coach, and coming to
an elite Athletics Camp. It's just not fair.

19321

11/29/15 9:29 PM

2014 9781922244475 Everyone has to wait until their twelfth birthday for the Name Bank to
decide each person's name, usually choosing safe botanical names.
September wants a special, unique name and is enticed by spooky
Madame Alcina to be able to choose her own name by playing a board
game. What she is not told is that, so far, no-one has managed to win
and some players have not reappeared. Every dice roll leads to danger.

2015 9780143308393 Adjusting to a new country and a new school was never going to be
easy for Herschelle. It's so different to South Africa. The food is strange
and, worst of all, no-one understands the Aussie slang he's learnt on the
web. But, it's the similarities that make things really hard. Herschelle will
have to confront racism, bullying and his own past before Australia can
feel like home.
Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2014 9781743315149 Taken from his home in the middle of the night, Jack is placed in a
home for 'Orphans and Unwanted Children.' He loves telling jokes but
not many people laugh in the orphanage. There are no names, only
numbers on shoes, and Jack has become Number 49. The spirited,
ever-optimistic Jack struggles in the loveless, cruel environment and
begins to wonder if he will ever return to the family he misses so much.
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Once upon an alphabet
Jeffers, Oliver

HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd, UK

Paper planes
Worland, Steve

Penguin

ISBN

Phyllis Wong series NEW SERIES 2016
McSkimming, Geoffrey

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

3064

Red pencil, The
Little, Brown & Co
Davis Pinkey, Andrea & Evans, Shane W (ill)

4135

Rich & rare
Collins, Paul (ed)

13249
5735

Ride, Ricardo, ride
Phil Cummings & Devries, Shane (ill)
Seahorse
Pascoe, Bruce

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Annotations

2014 9780007514274 The twenty-six letters of our alphabet work tirelessly to make words that,
in turn, make stories. Find out what happens when each of the letters
has its own story. Twenty-six short stories introduce a host of new
characters plus the occasional familiar face. An entertaining and
inventive read.
2015 9780143308744 Twelve year old Dylan Webber lives in a small country town in outback
Western Australia. When he discovers a talent for folding and flying
paper planes, Dylan aims for the World Junior Paper Plane
Championships. Along the way, he makes unlikely new friends, clashes
with powerful rivals and comes to terms with his family's past. Dylan is
determined to create a plane to compete with the world's best.

2014 9780316247801 Twelve year old Amira's dream is to go to school. But, life in her
peaceful Sudanese village is shattered when the terrifying Janjaweed
militia arrives. They burn her village and unleash unspeakable horrors.
Amira needs to find the strength to make the long journey, on foot, to a
refugee camp. Life is tough at the camp until the gift of a simple red
pencil opens her mind and all kinds of possibilities. Verse novel about
real events.
Ford Street Publishing 2015 9781925272116 Enjoy this wonderful variety of short stories, poetry and artwork from
forty-eight of Australia's best creators. Find out about a knitting needle
ninja, a violin that comes to life, a cat with many names, a love that
cannot be bought, an alien invasion and so much more. From humour to
horror, thriller to fantasy, encompassing the past, the present and the
future.
Omnibus Books
2015 9781742990736 Ricardo loved to ride his bike through the village. He rode every day,
under endless skies, quiet and clear. But, then, the shadows came and
changed Ricardo's life.
Magabala Books
2015 9781921248931 Whenever they can, Jack and his family escape to Seahorse Bay. On
one visit, Jack is excited to discover a sunken boat, not far off the coast.
When he shows his father, they realise it's in pristine condition and
decide to take on the challenge of salvaging it. When the mysterious
boat is finally raised, the adventure begins.
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Secret Agent Derek Danger Dale series
NEW SERIES 2016
Bauer, Michael Gerard & Bauer, Joe (ill)

5018

Ship of dolls
Parenteau, Shirley

Candlewick Press

2014 9780763670030 Eleven year old Lexie Lewis, who lives with her strict grandparents, is
desperate to rejoin her mother, a carefree singer in San Francisco.
Lexie seizes the chance by writing the best letter to accompany her
school's doll to San Francisco, as part of the 1926 friendship program to
participate in the Hinamatsuri festival. Lexie must overcome many
obstacles in her efforts and make the most difficult decision of her life.

Shoutykid series NEW SERIES 2016
Mayle, Simon & Catlow, Nikalas (ill)

6653

Sian: a new Australian
Luckett, D

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
Scholastic Australia

2015 9781742990392 Sian is the unlucky, thirteenth child in a Welsh coalminer's family. Life is
hard. Her mother died after giving birth to her and her father is griefstricken. Sian's sister hatches a plan to find them a better life. It will be a
long, ocean voyage but Sian is looking forward to a country where the
sun shines and she can go to school instead of picking coal scraps for
pennies. The only problem is, no-one must know about their journey.

Spirit Animals series NEW SERIES 2016
Various

3805

Stand up and cheer
Re, Loretta

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Annotations
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
The Wild Colonial
Company

2015 9780992306922 It's 1934 and the Great Centenary Air Race from London to Melbourne
will be the biggest and most exciting race that the world has ever seen.
Ten year old Jack longs to see the race but he lives in Albury, miles
away from the action. But, when a giant Dutch plane is lost in a terrible
thunderstorm over Albury, Jack finds himself part of the action.
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Star of Deltora: Shadows of the master
Rodda, Emily

Omnibus Books

3415

Star of Deltora: Two moons
Rodda, Emily

Omnibus Books

6088

SuperCat vs the chip thief
Willis, Jeanne

HarperCollins
Publishers Ltd, UK

2014 9780007518630 Tiger is an ordinary, tubby, tabby cat who likes to sleep. Tiger's owner,
James, is disappointed because he wanted a fun pet, like a wolf. One
day, Tiger licks a toxic sock and is transformed into SuperCat. With his
brand new powers and his best friend James, SuperCat must try to save
the world, and all the chips, from the dastardly Count Backwards.

3027

Teacup
Young, Rebecca & Ottley, Matt (ill)

Scholastic Australia

2015 9781743623848 Once there was a boy who had to leave home and find another one.
Among his possessions was a teacup, holding earth from where he
used to play.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

The Caddy kids series NEW SERIES 2016
Various

2015 9781742990620 Britta has always wanted to be a trader like her father, sailing the nine
seas and bringing home precious cargo. But, her father's quest to find
the fabled Staff of Tier ended in blood and horror. His shamed family is
in hiding and his ship now belongs to the powerful Rosalyn fleet. When
Britta gets the chance to win back her future, she knows she has to take
it. But, shadows from a distant, haunted isle are watching her every
move.
2015 9781742990637 Britta is now aboard the Star of Deltora, with her three rivals for the
Trader Rosalyn Apprenticeship. Nothing can prepare Britta for the terror
that awaits her in the perilous, forbidden swamplands of Two Moons.

The Gerander trilogy series NEW SERIES
2016
Watts, Frances

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

The impossible quest series NEW SERIES
2016
Forsyth, Kate

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

11/29/15 9:29 PM
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Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

The last wild trilogy series NEW SERIES
2016
Various

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

The Warlock's child series NEW SERIIES
2016
Various

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Theophilus Grey and the demon thief
Jinks, Catherine

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2015 9781760113605 Theophilus Grey heads a team of linkboys who guide Londoners by
torch light, through dank eighteenth century alleys. They gather useful
information for the master who runs a spy network. When thieves start
dropping without a scratch and a wave of crime sweeps the area, Philo
wonders if they're connected. He will need to use all his cunning to
uncover the truth behind the demon thief, in time to save his friends.

Timmy Failure series NEW SERIES 2016
Various

8364

Annotations

The incorrigible children of Ashton Place
series NEW SERIES 2016
Various

Travels of an extraordinary hamster
Desbordes, Astrid & Martin, Pauline (ill) &
Burgess, Linda (trans)

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.
Gecko Press

2015 9781927271834 Hamster lives in the clearing among his friends Mole, Snail, Hedgehog,
and Rabbit. They are very accepting of Hamster, who is
unapologetically selfish but somehow endearing. Hamster is determined
to visit his cousins on the moon. He knows they must be eager to meet
him. But his friends decide to go to the North Pole instead.
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8724

Two wolves
Bancks, Tristan

Random House
Australia Pty Ltd

7618

Ugly: young reader's edition
Hoge, Robert

Hachette Children's
Books

9826

Unlikely story of Bennelong and Phillip, The Berbay Publishing
Sedunary, Michael & Emmerichs, Bern (ill)

5847

Us minus Mum
Butler, Heather

Little, Brown & Co

Valentine Joe
Stevens, Rebecca

Chicken House

30888

ISBN

Verity Sparks series NEW SERIES 2016
Green, Susan

8023

We're all Australians now
Paterson, A B (Banjo) & Wilson, Mark (ill)

11/29/15 9:29 PM

Annotations

2014 9780857982032 A knock at the door changes Ben Silver's life forever. Two police officers
are looking for his parents. When Ben's parents arrive home, they
bundle him and his little sister into the car, claiming they're going on a
holiday. Ben begins to realise his parents are in trouble. He has always
dreamt of becoming a detective and now he gathers evidence to try to
uncover what his parents have done. Ben will have to make a terrible
choice.
2015 9780733634338 Australian Robert Hoge was born with a large tumour in the middle of
his face and legs that weren't much use. Dedicated doctors removed the
tumour from his face, operated on his legs then stitched him back
together. But, Robert still looked different. Told with humour and
candour, this is the true story of how Robert, through sheer grit and
determination, grew up to have an ordinary life. That became his
greatest achievement.
2015 9780980671186 An important and intriguing tale of an extraordinary friendship between
two unlikely characters, Captain Arthur Phillip and the Aboriginal,
Bennelong, which remains largely unknown. The background of the first
settlement in Australia heightens the polarity between the two worlds of
the traditional Aboriginal culture and values, and European culture and
values.
2014 9780349124070 George and Theo's mum is brilliant. She tells great stories, can wave
the fastest of anyone on the planet and, most importantly, she
suggested they adopt a scruffy dog called Goffo. The boys also think
she's invincible. But, they're wrong because Mum is ill, really ill. It's up to
George and Theo to keep Mum smiling. This will probably, definitely
involve wellies, shepherd's pie and Goffo's victory at the pet talent
show.
2014 9781909489608 Rose and her grandad are visiting the grave of his father, who died
there during World War I. She chances upon the resting place of fifteen
year old Valentine Joe. Later, Rose finds herself in a different place, one
hundred years before, with Valentine Joe and his friends. Rose learns
why Joe enlisted so young, of the camaraderie of the soldiers and about
the terrifying and horrific effects of war.
Any two titles read from this series can be included as official Challenge
books; up to five more titles can be included as your personal choice
books. To see the individual book titles and their PRC ID numbers, go to
the Series lists on the Booklists page, on the website. Or, you can
search for a series name or the individual titles by using the Search
function on the top left hand corner of the screen.

Angus & Robertson
(HarperCollins)

2015 9780732296476 In 1915, Australia's much-loved bush poet, Banjo Paterson, wrote a
poem, as an open letter to the troops fighting in World War l.
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7187

Week without Tuesday, A
Banks, Angelica

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2015 9781760110376 Strange things are happening to authors everywhere. They are
disappearing and then returning in unexpected places, injured and
disoriented. Tuesday's parents ban her from writing but Vivienne Small,
the heroine of the books written by Tuesday's mother, Serendipity,
sends out a call for help. Tuesday and her dog set out to fix the problem
before the magical world and all the stories it contains are destroyed.

5412

Welcome to my country
Burarrwanga, Laklak

6340

Withering-by-sea
Rossell, Judith

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2013 9781743313961 Laklak Burarrwanga and her family invite you to their Country. Centred
on a beautiful beach in Arnhem Land, its crystal waters are full of fish,
turtle, crab and stingray. The bush holds fruits, pandanus for weaving
and wood for spears. Laklak shares her history, her long childhood
walks across Arnhem Land, her people's fight for land rights and for a
say in their children's schooling. She and her family stand tall and
proud.
ABC Books
2014 9781460701904 High on a cliff above the gloomy coastal town of Withering-by-Sea
stands the Hotel Majestic. Inside the walls of this damp, dull hotel,
eleven year old orphan, Stella Montgomery, leads a miserable life with
her three dreadful Aunts. But, one night, Stella sees something she
shouldn't have. Something that will set in motion an adventure more
terrifying and more wonderful than she could ever have hoped for.

6307

Wolf wilder, The
Rundell, Katherine & Ongbico, Gelrev (ill)

Bloomsbury

7749

Zafir: through my eyes
Mason, Prue & White, Lyn (ed)

Allen & Unwin Pty Ltd 2015 9781743312544 Zafir has a comfortable life in Syria with his doctor father and journalist
mother. But, everything changes after the Day of Rage, when Zafir's
father is arrested, his mother is injured and their house is bombed. His
cousin takes him in but, that too, becomes dangerous as the city
becomes more and more besieged. Zafir fears that they may never be
reunited to live in peace again.

11/29/15 9:29 PM

2015 9781408872352 In Russia, Feodora and her mother are wolf wilders. A wolf wilder trains
domesticated wolves to fend for themselves in the wild. When her
mother is taken captive and her own life is threatened, Feo flees to the
woods, with her three precious wolves and a young trainee soldier, on a
journey to save her mother. As a furious General Rakov pursues them
across the snow, Feo must learn from her wolves how to survive.
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